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Looking at the city
João Miguel Barros

“It is not enough just to look.
You need to really look at what you see.”
Father António Vieira, Sermons
1. Cities are more than simply built-up spaces,
urban forms, designed streets, redundant
configurations. They are also all about the
relationships between individuals and groups
(by nature changeable), with a measure of
disorderliness and instability, a touch of chaos.
The more built up the city, the less horizon it
offers, reducing our capacity to look beyond…
And because in large cities everything happens
before our very eyes at great speed, our gaze
does not properly see, is unable to focus, and
when it does, we run the risk of losing a certain
clarity, the ability to be accurate. Modern
metropoles enable a precarious, inconsistent
gaze and even, not infrequently, a kind of
blindness.
2. Cities are constantly in motion, usually at an
accelerated pace that encourages both running
into people and slipping past them. Intense urban
and emotional noise washes over them. They
are places where we come upon, and are also
dispersed by, cultural diversity; places in which
the substance of real life lurks behind clichés.
One could almost say that cities are built in order
to be seen by “others,” because the gaze of
their inhabitants, now habituated to their fixed
geometries, have neither flexibility nor breadth.
Living in a particular city, we are frequently
unable to see that which surrounds us; we quickly
disregard certain places and moments, tending
to construct our little worlds where these places
and moments are no more than the secondary
characters in some fiction or other.
3. Andreas H. Bitesnich has built up a systematic
and coherent body of work around particular
cities. He began in 2011 with “New York.” This
was followed, in 2012, by “Tokyo,” and in 2013
“Paris.” Then, in 2015, “Vienna.” Finally, in 2017,
“Berlin.” Now, it’s the turn of Lisbon, a city that is
peripheral in Europe but central to the Western
mappa mundi.
His gaze is not contemplative or circumstantial;
rather, it is critical and transformative. It takes
possession of each place in order to reinterpret it.
In this sense, Andreas H. Bitesnich’s photographs

are not neutral: they never pretend to be faithful
reproductions of the real.
Rather, his work is like the lege artis of a
surgeon. He itemises the city in small details,
isolating parts of places, moments of human
interaction, as though they were pieces of a notyet assembled jigsaw puzzle that, at some point,
will constitute a coherent whole. Indeed, there is
no other way of grappling with the city other than
in this fragmentary manner better to reveal its
dramas and joys, its mysteries and splendours.
Bitesnich makes his formal decisions with the
aim of sponsoring such an idea: the photographs
are mostly in black and white, with no distracting
colours. And they are densely eloquent.
In a way, Andreas H. Bitesnich’s gaze transports
us to a new geography, one in which the world
projects itself through representations that only
those who are most attentive might grasp.

if we consider Andreas H. Bitesnich’s Lisbon
project, which is as coherent as his work on
“other cities.”
Lisbon! City of seven hills, of the seduction of
tourist attractions of recent years, of a specific
intensity of light. City of warm welcome, of vibrant
places, of sites filled with history and narrative.
But this is also Lisbon, the city that falls into
a deep silence: the silence of the lament and
nostalgia of its fado singers, its popular songs.
Let us hear the voice of poet Ary dos Santos:
“Lisbon, young girl, young woman, daughter
Of the light seen by my eyes, so pure
Your breasts are the hills, selling fish
Calling out at the doorstep, O tenderness.
City edge-stitched with light,
Tablecloth hung out to dry at the seaside
Lisbon, young girl, young woman, beloved
City-woman of my life.”

4. There are those who claim that the narrative
of a city reveals more of the person describing
it than revealing anything of the city itself.
This assertion is perhaps particularly true

5. The photographs of Andreas H. Bitesnich
suggest retreat, a certain melancholy, a large
dose of intimacy in which, occasionally, vast
metropoles are transformed into small villages
that are not always inhabited but, in general,
are rich with feeling and emotion.
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With his Lisbon project (and his work in other
cities), Bitesnich invites us into a kaleidoscope,
the outcome of a renewed ability to look,
thus unveiling new aspects of the things that
surround us. The emotions aroused by looking
at Lisbon are part of his rich legacy as an artist.
The exhibition at Museu Coleção Berardo brings
us the possibility of participating in this journey,
free of preconceptions, free of known horizons.
Each image encapsulates the perfect synthesis
of that which is presented and that which is
represented, between things as they are and
as they appear to be.
This symbiosis, surprising at first, ends up
convincing us. In this way, sharing with the artist
a common reality, we might utter, with Sophia
de Mello Breyner Andresen, “And thus our bodies
become weightless, our souls soar.
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Education Service
Guided visits and activities
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Bookings and information
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Artist’s book

Visit by the artist
and the curator

Deeper Shades. Lisbon
(ed. Room5 Books),
featuring Portuguese
translations, and other
books from the series
(New York, Tokyo, Paris,
Berlin and Vienna) for
sale at the Museum’s
shop: 53,00 €.

22 February (Saturday), 4 p.m.
No booking required
Free entrance
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